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Abstract 

Income inequalities have become a matter of major concern following reports that 

the working class and lower middle class of developed economies have income 

levels that are falling behind. Few studies have been conducted on the regional level 

even though this perspective might better capture the development of income 

inequalities, since national averages might hide local differences. This study uses 

panel data for 286 Swedish municipalities in between 1991-2017 and fixed effect 

regressions, to examine if the theory of a skill-biased technological change could be 

used to explain resent developments. We find an labor income divergence for 

Swedish municipalities within the studied time period. The share of high skilled 

workers is found to be a good predictor of the growth in regional labor income 

inequalities, while an ageing population of the regions falling behind counteracts the 

growth of inequality, possibly leading to an underestimation of the size of regional 

labor income divergence. These results are in support of a skill-biased technological 

change at work and a job polarization transforming regional labor markets and 

regional societies. We conclude that adopting a regional perspective in the analysis 

and development of future economic growth policies is necessary to ensure long 

term economic growth, equality of opportunity and social cohesion.  
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1 Introduction 

In 2018, Statistics Sweden (SCB) reported a continued growth of income inequalities 

following a long term trend since measurements started in 1991 (SCB, 2018). In an 

international comparison, the Swedish income inequality remains low (SCB, 2014). It is also 

true that all income groups have experienced a long-term real growth of income (SCB, 2018). 

However, it is also true that Sweden is one of the OECD countries with fastest growing 

income inequalities, rising by one third between 1985 and 2010, and leaving the top 10% of 

income earners with an average income of 6,3 times the 10% bottom in 2010 (OECD, 2016). 

The growth of income inequalities in Sweden is hardly a domestic phenomenon, but rather 

follows a general trend among western developed countries. In 2008 OECD raised concern 

about a general growth of income inequalities in the OECD-area from the 1980´s and onwards 

and a significant rise in many countries since year 2000 (OECD, 2008). Multiple later studies 

have reported both a continuation and acceleration of this growth.   

Why then, is growing income inequality of concern? At the extreme, history reminds us that 

inequality comes with risks for personal health as well as political turmoil. Besides this, 

Stiglitz (2012) argues that inequality has a negative impact on the growth of the economy 

itself. This is partly due to the fact that income inequality comes with a weaker support for 

public investments among high income earners, in exchange for private initiatives, affecting 

e.g. government-sponsored research, public education level and national health care. This 

underinvestment in the common good, Stiglitz argue, has decreased the social mobility. In this 

way, income inequality undermines the equality of opportunity, which leads to an inefficient 

utilization of population capabilities which hereby inflict on economic growth. Piketty (2014) 

further re-vitalized this debate, with the idea of a “collapsing” middle class in western 

economies, mainly due to globalization of the economy and a skill-biased technological 

change in favor of high skill workers. As Eklund (2015) points out, despite the fact that global 

income inequality is decreasing, the working class and lower middle class of western 

economies (75th to 90th of world income percentile) are falling behind. Eklund suggest this is 

due to three factors, namely a rise in demand for high skilled workers relative to medium 

skilled workers, a family forming process which takes place mainly within income groups, 

and last but not least social immobility. The notion that economic growth is beneficial to all 

people is thus being challenged. 
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For a globalizing economy, different economic regions and different classes of workers seem 

to be affected in different way by the long-term trend in the world of work. Piacentini (2014) 

suggests a number of reasons to believe that the regional perspective provides a richer 

understanding of these growing income inequalities, than the national perspective. Firstly, 

national averages may hide spatial differences within a country, with the possible effect that 

economic policies for intervention becomes inefficient. Secondly, data on inequality within 

regions may be better fit to describe ´perceived´ well-being than national data, i.e. well-being 

in the sense of expected return. This is true if individuals make subjective comparisons 

towards regional standards rather than national standards. Finally, the regional perspective 

makes it possible to assess the dynamics of inequality within regions and inequality between 

regions. As noted above, inequality between regions may be harmful to economic growth. 

However, it may also be seen as a matter of equality itself. If spatial differences inhibit the 

socio-economic prospects of an individual, there is inequality of opportunity, since birthplace 

is a factor beyond individual control. Inequality within regions might of course give problems 

of social cohesion within the local society. In conclusion, the regional perspective seems 

relevant for both efficiency and an equality point-of-views.  

For the case of Sweden, Statistics Sweden reports concern for major income inequalities 

between regions (SCB, 2018). Earlier studies primarily based on the Solow growth model, 

reports ambiguous results on the development of regional inequalities (for example, see 

Jonson and Söderbom, 2015, for the same type of studies on convergence for national regions 

in Turkey and China respectively see Haddad, 2010 and Eliasson, 2010). However, studies 

based on the Solow growth model do not necessarily capture inequalities at the regional level 

however. It remains unclear how the regional inequalities and classes of workers in different 

Swedish municipalities have evolved up till now. 

The purpose of this study is to analyze the development of regional labor income inequalities 

in different municipalities of Sweden from year 1991-2017. Furthermore, the study will try to 

capture possible origins to regional labor income inequalities, such as skill-biased 

technological change and/or social immobility, to see if theory can explain the resent 

development. Based on the assumption of a skill-biased technological change gradually 

transforming the world of work, we expect regions to be in advantage or disadvantage relative 

each other’s, due to differences in regional labor market characteristics. We expect the regions 

being in advantage by the skill-biased technological change to reach higher regional income 

levels.    
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Research questions 

1. In what way have regional labor income inequalities of Swedish municipalities 

developed during the years 1991-2017? 

2. To what extend does a skill-biased technological change explain this resent 

development? 

The regions studied will be Swedish municipalities. Income refers to labor earnings including 

compensations for self-employment, for all people in the working ages older than 20 years, 

both unemployed and employed. Unemployment insurances are not included in this income. 

Since our interest is the world of work, we restrict our analysis to  the labor income. Income 

from capital and land, which are derived from saved money that have been invested, will not 

be considered.   

Chapter 2 provides a literature review focusing on determining factors for differences in 

regional growth of income. Chapter 3 presents the theoretical framework focusing on the 

possible impact of a skill-biased technological change on regional labor income inequalities 

and its mechanisms. Chapter 4 introduces the methodological framework including the choice 

of measures for dependent variable, independent variables (explanatory variables and control 

variables), methodological considerations and the choice of regression model. Chapter 5 

presents the data material used in the study. Chapter 6 presents the study results separated into 

two sections, one focusing on the first research question regarding regional labor income 

inequalities in Sweden, and the other one focusing on the second research question regarding 

possible origins of regional inequality. Chapter 7 provides a discussion of our results and 

Chapter 8 presents the major conclusions. 

2 Literature review 

There are several possible determining factors for differences in income levels, assumingly 

depending on the choice of geographical study unit. In the following our main interest is to 

identify the factors affecting between-region inequality and between-region differences in 

income structure. However, as pointed out above, the relation of between-region inequality 

and within-region inequality is somewhat interconnected. If a clear view on the state of 

inequality is to be obtained we must also capture the within-region perspective correctly. 
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Findings on the general development of income structure in Sweden are also of interest, due 

to the relation between our choice of study object and the specific Swedish labor market.  

In this context, it might be useful to present a brief general overview of crucial factors for 

income. Charles-Coll (2011) lists such factors and divides them into endogenous and 

exogenous ones. Endogenous factors are defined as primarily individual-specific traits such as 

innate ability, strengths and skills, preferences, age, race, gender and discrimination etc. 

Exogenous factors are defined as societal traits such as land distribution, education and 

employment level, regional labor market traits such as immigration level, wage bargaining 

structure and the general supply and demand of certain professions. Liberalization of trade 

and globalization also belong to this group of factors. A research review by Förster and Tóth 

(2015) find trade openness to be an insignificant factor for income inequality. Outsourcing 

however is found to be an inconclusive determining factor and technological change a 

strongly significant determiningfactor.  The “inverted U hypothesis” is another exogenous 

factor presented by Charles-Coll (2011). It is of long-term range and technological nature, 

stating that in the process of economic development, developing countries are bound to face 

increasing income inequality during the period of time it takes for workers to shift from older 

modes of production to newer ones (e.g. shift from an agrarian-based economy to an 

industrial-based one). Furthermore, the level of social and intergenerational mobility is 

suggested as central to decide the relative level of persistence in inequality. Finally, the ability 

to raise capital directed towards regional development is suggested to be an important 

determining factor as well (Charles-Coll, 2011).  

For the empirical case of Sweden, wage dispersion started to increase in the 1980s in line with 

a general trend in several other western countries (Bengtsson et al, 2014). This development is 

often ascribed to a general weakening of collective and centralized wage bargaining at this 

historic point in time (for a more thorough discussion on this, see Förster and Tóth, 2015, p 

1774). Although strong institutions are generally considered to reduce the national income 

dispersion, technology-shifts are suggested as better predictors for income inequalities than 

institutions (Förster and Tóth, 2015). Still, it is reasonable to believe that as central bargaining 

weakens and regional, local or individual bargaining becomes more important, the income 

inequality increases. The effect might be extra fueled if an individualized wage bargaining is 

in favor of high skill workers, since it would further increase the return to schooling that this 

group enjoys.   
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The social context, with demographic composition and political processes, also seems to be of 

key importance to drive inequality (Förster and Tóth, 2015). Some political processes could 

be of interest in this study, namely the ones holding regional characteristics, for example the 

degree of unionization which might become an influential aspect at wage bargaining and 

development of local labor market policies.  

On a more instrumental level, Bengtsson et al (2014) find that a standard labor market ´supply 

and demand´-model is not able to explain the labor income development of Swedish 

academics from 1990s and onwards. However, the determining factor for a relatively low 

growth of income among Swedish low-skill workers is found to be employment figures, 

following an increased mismatch of skills. Similarly, the determining factor for a relatively 

high growth of income among low skilled elderly men is found to be an increase of working 

hours. Interestingly, Acemoglu and Autor (2010) for low-skill males and US data, find the 

real earnings to be in decline over the last 40 years.  

Putting focus on the specific question of determining factors for between-region inequality, 

there are some earlier studies. Söderbom and Jansson (2015) in a bachelor thesis test if 

differences in capital investments, education level and population growth can explain the 

development of regional income for Swedish counties 1995 – 2011. In line with theory, the 

authors find education level to be positively correlated and population growth to be negatively 

correlated with regional income per capita. Capital investment however, is found to be 

significantly negatively correlated with regional income, not in line with theory. This is 

suggested to be an issue of identification however, due to lack of data for specific counties. In 

summary, Söderbom and Jansson (2015) find support for unconstrained convergence rather 

than constrained convergence. However, results are somewhat ambiguous and they urge for 

studies to see if later years have presented a break point. 

Cost of living is sometimes suggested a determining factor for regional income. Some studies 

for OECD countries have found the relative conditions of low income households in poorer 

regions and non-metropolitan areas, to improve substantially when correcting for differences 

in purchasing power (case studies for Italy, the US and Germany). At least, this could be said 

to be true when including variations in housing prices (Piacentini 2014). However, in a study 

of convergence between Swedish counties 1911-1993, Persson (1997) finds only a small 

effect of correcting for differences in costs of living, making convergence rates increase from 

4% to 4,2%. In total it is not clear that cost of living should be a decisive factor. From a 

purely theoretical supply and demand perspective, cost of living should be pushed down by a 
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relatively high competitiveness affecting the supply side in the regions with a relatively high 

economic activity. 

Haddad (2010) studies the convergence among Turkish regions 1990-2000 using a Solow 

growth model with regional GDP as dependent variable. One of the explanatory variables 

chosen to describe the growth of regional income is old-age dependency of the regional 

workforce. The study does not find any significant relationship between regional income and 

old-age dependency of workforce. However, the study uses GDP as a measure of regional 

income and it is possible that regional GDP (a measure of production) does not capture the 

true distribution of earnings. An ageing regional population might still be an interesting study 

variable, perhaps in addition to work hour effects like the one noted by Bengtsson et al 

(2014).     

Moving focus to the question of determining factors for within-region inequality, studies have 

found variations in years of schooling, share of tertiary educated and mean family income, to 

be important predictors of within-region inequality. On the opposite, educational expenditure 

per capita and the incidence of part-time employment is found to be important dampening 

factors, inhibiting the growth of inequality (Piancentini, 2014). 

Regarding the dynamics of within-region inequality and between-region inequality, Piacentini 

(2014) studies data for a number of OECD countries. One should note that the relationship is 

for disposable income, which is income after taxes and transfer designed to redistribute. A 

relatively high average disposable income level is found to be paired with a relatively high 

level of income inequality within the region. Similarly, a relatively low average disposable 

income level is found to be paired with a relatively high level of income inequality within the 

region. On the contrary, a medium disposable income level is found to be paired with a 

relatively low level of income inequality within the region. The pattern thus is U-shaped. In 

total, average income level is found to explain about half of the variance in income inequality 

within regions. 

3 Theoretical Framework 

To describe a reality where supply and demand alone does not explain wage formation, 

scholars look at the idea of a skill-biased technological change and furthermore the more 

refined task-biased technological change or the closely related routine-biased technological 

change. The idea of a skill biased technological change is that the return to skills is a 
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persistently moving target. As labor force skills goes up, technological change comes about 

and consequently the demand for even more skilled workers increases. Technology in this 

model is thus biased by a constantly evolving skill level and furthermore acts as a 

complement to either high skilled or low skilled workers. The skill-biased technological 

predicts an overall skill upgrading, implying an increase of high skilled jobs and a reduction 

of low-skilled jobs (Acemoglu and Autor, 2010).  

Acemoglu and Autor (2010) present two critiques of the early model of a skill-biased 

technological change. The first critique is evidence-based. The original model suggests 

increases in all job wages as technology changes. Evidence however, suggests that some 

groups have experienced substantial real wage reductions or wage declines in later times and 

despite an overall economic growth. The second critique is that the original model treats 

technology as skill-biased by nature. Evidence however, suggest that the extent to which 

technology is skill-biased vary over time, and that technological change in some situations 

constitutes a complement to skill, whilst in others it could act as a substitute. One presented 

example of this is the early industrialization where machines replaced many skilled craftsmen. 

Acemoglu and Autor suggest the technological change of IT and automation to put the same 

pressure on some work groups today. In effect, they suggest a development of the model that 

could explain not only advances but also growing income inequalities. 

The model of Acemoglu and Autor (2010) introduces ´tasks´, as a practice field of different 

skills. According to this model, firms chose an optimal allocation of ´skills to tasks´ based on 

the price of the service of specific tasks and the wage of different skills. Technology acts to 

alter the productivity of different workers, thereby possibly introducing a competitive 

advantage to some workers. Technological change can also directly replace workers in some 

tasks. The theories of a task-biased technological change or a routine-biased technological 

change specifically try to capture the process of digitialization and automation. The way 

different workers are affected by these transformations depends on the nature of the tasks 

these workers perform. The degree to which a task is likely to be affected depends of e.g. the 

possibilities to automate the specific task, its separability from other closely related tasks and 

the actual cost-efficiency of replacing labor input with technology. There are some general 

transformational effects on the labor market however. Applying the model to real data for US 

and different demographic groups, reveals a process where capital via technological change 

replaces labor input especially for some middle-income tasks. In effect there is change in the 

return to skills for these occupational groups and a simultaneous shift in firms’ assignments of 
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skills to tasks. This task-biased technological change results in a job polarization in the 

meaning of a simultaneous increase in the demand for high skill, high wage jobs and low 

skill, low wage jobs. Simultaneously, there is a high job destruction rate primarily in middle 

skilled, middle wage jobs. Different demographic groups are affected in different ways by this 

development.   

If there is a skill-biased technological change at work, transforming contemporary economy, 

it is interesting to study its relation to the development of regional inequality. Does theory 

explain why regions have evolved differently? Why do some economic regions flourish while 

others slip behind?  

This study argues that it is reasonable to assume that not all regions can cope with a persistent 

increase in the demand for high skill workers induced by the skill biased technological 

change, this leading to a flow of high skill workers towards some economic regions. The 

regions that flourish relative others, should thus have a higher share of high skill workers. The 

regions with a lower share of high skill workers by definition slip behind. The share of high 

skill workers could hereby be said to be a predictor of regional inequality.  It is not 

necessarily true however, that regions which manage to attract high skill workers also manage 

to cope with an increase in demand for low skill workers (but it should be more likely 

reasoning that it is easier to step down than step up), likewise induced by the skill-biased 

technological change. Such a region could eventually slip behind anyway. 

If the skill-biased technological change is a driving force for a job polarization, this 

polarization will by definition also increase wage division. As Eklund (2015) points out, it is 

reasonable to believe that such a growing wage division could in turn complicate social 

mobility. Consequently, we should see a lower social mobility in regions where the skill 

biased technological change constitutes a strong economic driving force, and a higher social 

mobility in regions that slip behind.   

Furthermore, Eklund (2015) also points out that family formation and assortative mating have 

been found to strengthen existing wage divisions. This is due to the fact that high wage 

workers tend to form family with other high wage workers and the same goes for low wage 

workers (homogamie). If initial, spatial income inequalities exists, such a tendency for 

assortative mating acts to withhold or possibly even strengthen initial wage divisions 

(segregation). Household average income could thus possibly explain a part of regional labor 

income inequalit. 
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Regional population traits can be excluded from our study only if they could be assumed to be 

similar for all our studied regions. This seems unlikely. It is reasonable to believe that for 

example age structure might differ between metropolitan and rural areas, partly as a 

consequence of the shifting economy. Not all factors can be controlled for and endogenous 

factors may not be at focus in this study, but at least some should be included as control 

variables in regressions, for example age structure of the regional labor force.  

There are reason to believe that the division of labor between low income and high income 

groups might have been strengthened over time also within metropolitan areas. Some studies 

like for example Bolton and Breau´s study (2011) on Canadian cities, indicate this. One 

advantage of choosing municipalities – a relatively small geographical and demographical 

area – as study units is that even intra-metropolitan inequalities should become more 

apparent.    

In summary, based on the theoretical framework of a skill biased technological change and 

the basic assumption of this study; some specific features of the regional labor market provide 

relevant explanatory variables for the study of regional inequality, namely:  

• The share of high skilled workers, is expected to be positively correlated with regional income 

level.  

• The level of social immobility, is expected to be negatively correlated with regional income 

level.  

• The family formation or average household income, is expected to be positively correlated 

with regional income level.  

Based on the literature review, a number of additional predictors could be added to the 

regression as control variables, namely: 

• The unemployment level, is expected to be negatively correlated with regional income level.  

• The migration level, is expected to be negatively correlated with regional income level. 

• The age structure, is expected to be negatively correlated with regional income level.  

• Degree of unionization, is expected to be positively correlated with regional income level. 

• The access to public services, is expected to be positively correlated with regional income 

level.    

In addition to the explanatory variables and control variables above, the share of middle-class 

workers could act as a descriptive measure. The theoretical framework explicitly states that a 
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decreasing share of middle class workers is an indicator of a process of skill-biased 

technological change at work. 

4 Methodological Framework 

This study uses both graphs and plots to describe in what way the labor income inequalities of 

municipalities have evolved over the studied time period. To capture the variation over time, 

i.e. the historic trends, some specific plots will be presented. An OLS fixed-effect regression 

will test whether skill-biased technological change could explain differences in regional 

income. At first, we will discuss choice of measures for dependent and independent 

(explanatory) variables and then the choice of regression model.   

Dependent variable in this study is regional income. There are a number of possible measures 

of regional income, for example: GINI coefficient, regional GDP, disposable income, yearly 

wage income and hourly wage income, total factor income etc. Each and every measure is fit 

to describe different aspects of the real economy, and thus holds strengths and weaknesses in 

describing the real development of regional income inequalities. For a thorough discussion on 

the strengths and weaknesses of each measure, see Table 2 below. 
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Table 2 – Strengths and weaknesses of different measures of regional income

Regional GINI Regional GDP Disposable income Average yearly labor 

income 

Average hourly wage 

income 

Total factor income 

The GINI coefficient is a 

standard measure for 

inequality and should be a 

measure fit to describe the 

income inequality within 

regions. However, 

performing regressions on 

GINI coefficients to 

compare inequality 

between regions, give 

results hard to interpret. 

Since we want to compare 

income inequality between 

regions, we should also 

use other measures.  

 

As Piacentini (2014) points 

out regional GDP measures 

where production has its 

origin, not where the 

income is destined. 

Commuters may travel far 

for a GDP production that 

is registered in one region, 

while take-home earnings 

are registered in the 

commuters region of origin. 

Regional differences 

decrease significantly when 

basing calculations on 

regional income rather than 

regional GDP, especially in 

small countries with a large 

concentration of economic 

activity. Furthermore, 

regional GDP has no clear 

link to the distribution of 

this income and may – 

depending on what one 

would like to study – bias 

interpretations of 

inequalities. 

 

Disposable income is 

income after the 

intervention of taxes and 

transfers, often designed to 

decrease inequality. It 

should not be a good 

representation for 

inequality since it per 

definition is a correction of 

income inequality. 

Disposable income should 

thus not capture the full 

extent of inequality. Taxes 

and transfers might also 

differ between regions.   

Using average yearly 

wage income has the 

strength of allowing for 

variation in employment, 

giving weight to the whole 

regional labor force. 

Regression results are also 

relatively easy to interpret. 

A weakness is that 

working hours might 

differ between regions and 

thereby corrupt 

comparisons. Another 

weakness with the average 

wage is that this measure 

has nothing explicit to say 

about income distribution 

within regions. The GINI-

coefficient should 

therefore be used as a 

complement. 

 

Hourly wage rates 

captures variations in 

working time and the 

payback for invested 

hours of time, in a better 

way than average wage 

rates. It does not say 

anything explicit about 

income variation within 

regions however. It is not 

likely that unemployed are 

accounted for in variable 

calculations, since 

unemployed have no 

working hours and thus no 

hourly wage. Regressions 

results and their individual 

and regional effects 

should also be relatively 

hard to interpret and data 

should also be relatively 

hard to find.  

 

Total factor income 

includes income from 

work, capital and land. As 

OECD reports (2016) 

capital income represent a 

growing source of 

inequality in Sweden, this 

because it constitutes a 

growing share of income 

primarily among high 

income groups. However, 

since a high share of 

capital income seems 

correlated with a high total 

income, leaving capital out 

of the equation could be 

assumed to not corrupt the 

division between high 

income regions and low 

income regions. Omitting 

capital income thus only 

introduce a risk of 

underestimating the 

income inequality between 

regions with a high 

average income level 

relative others. Thereby 

also underestimating the 

inequality between 

regions.  
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According to theory, regions well-treated by the skill-biased technological change are the 

relatively “successful” ones. These regions can thus be assumed to have higher wage 

dispersion due to job polarization, but also – by being successful from a theoretical point of 

view – have a higher average wage income. Implicitly thus, high average income should be a 

good indicator of income inequality and be a good representation of the theory we are trying 

to test. The main choice of measure for the dependent variable will be yearly regional average 

labor income. 

In the choice of measure for explanatory variables, it is crucial to avoid variables and 

measures introducing reverse causation to the model. Reverse causation is apparent when the 

causal relation between the explanatory variable and the dependent variable is not clearly one-

way directed. In such a case, the explanatory variable could in fact be influenced and 

determined by the dependent variable. Mean family income is one such measure that perhaps 

is a good estimator for family formation, but likely holds reverse causation to our dependent 

variable of regional yearly average income. This explanatory variable is thus left out of 

regressions. For the same reason we have no proper measure to estimate social immobility, 

why this explanatory variable is left out of regression. For the explanatory variable share of 

high skill workers a good estimator should be the share of municipality inhabitants with a 

higher tertiary education. It seems far-fetched to argue that this estimator should hold reverse 

causation with our dependent variable.    

Regarding the choice of estimators for our control variables, no estimator has been found for 

the variable degree of unionization. Since unionization rates are generally high in Sweden, we 

do not think it should inflict heavily on model predictability if this control variable is left out 

of regressions. If unionization rates continue to drop it might however be good to include the 

variable in future studies. For the control variables unemployment level and migration level 

we have due to data difficulties chosen one common estimator, namely regional 

unemployment level among immigrants. This estimator should in a sense be fit to capture a 

part of the income effects of both control variables, although one must be careful when 

drawing conclusions for any of the two. For the control variable of age-structure we will use 

average age of municipality as estimator. Ideally, we would have liked to capture the age-

structure of the workforce but we lack regional data to do so. Finally, for the control variable 

of access to public services, we have chosen population density as estimator. The idea is that 

higher population density makes it more likely to also have a high access to public services. 
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Since we are not sure it will fully capture the access to public services, which might affect 

negatively our model predictability, the variable should be introduced step-wise into 

regressions. In summary we plan to perform regressions on one explanatory variable (marked 

in bold below) and three control variables, with the following estimators: 

x1 = Share of tertiary educated per municipality - estimator for explanatory variable share of 

high skill workers. 

x2 = Unemployment level among immigrants – estimator for control variable unemployment 

level and unemployment among immigrants. 

x3 = Average age per municipality – estimator for the control variable age structure of regional 

workforce. 

x4 = Population density – estimator for the control variable access to public services. 

 

Besides reverse causation, another key methodological concern is the one of multicollinearity. 

Multicollinearity is apparent when there is a linear relation between two or more of the 

independent variables, meaning that these variables are in fact correlated with each other. This 

problem is not as critical as reverse causation, since it can be tested for by evaluating how the 

estimation of the explanatory value of a regression model (e.g. R2-values) varies when 

including and excluding each and every one of the independent variables. There are also 

specific statistic tests to investigate the presence of multicollinearity.   

We now move our focus to the regression model. Our general regression model is a standard 

OLS where dependent variable 𝑦𝑖𝑡 is affected by the explanatory variables 𝑥1𝑖𝑡 , 𝑥2𝑖𝑡 … 𝑥𝑛𝑖𝑡, 

by a factor of 𝛽1 , 𝛽2 … 𝛽𝑛 etc, for municipality 𝑖 at any given point in time 𝑡.  Our dependent 

variable is 𝑦𝑖𝑡  is yearly regional average wage income, thus given by equation 1:  

𝑦𝑖𝑡 =  𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑥1𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽2𝑥2𝑖𝑡+. . . + 𝛽𝑛𝑥𝑛𝑖𝑡+𝑢𝑖𝑡    (1) 

Where 𝑡 = 1, 2, … , 𝑇 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑖 = 1, 2, … , 𝑁  

𝛽0-coefficient is the intersection which could be interpreted as a rough average starting 

income of a typical region. 𝑢𝑖𝑡 is the error term. The error term describes the residuals to our 

regression line. This term should for full explanatory power of the model, typically belong to 

a random distribution (i.e. be white noise).  

However, it is not likely that the error term will be white noise for our model. The reason for 

this is the likeliness of omitted variables. Omitted variables could be both observable and non-

observable factors influencing our dependent variable. However, since panel data is available 
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it might be possible to correct for this problem by designing a fixed-effect regression model. 

In a fixed-effect model some omitted variables, namely the time-invariant, is accounted for by 

subtracting from any observation in time the average income for that region over the whole 

period of time. The model holds if it could be argued that its fundamental assumption is true, 

namely the assumption that omitted variables is time-invariant over the studied time period or 

general in their effect on all studied regions. The fixed-effect model has thus a dependent 

variable yit given by equation 2: 

𝑦𝑖𝑡 =  𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑥1𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽2𝑥2𝑖𝑡+. . . + 𝛽𝑛𝑥𝑛𝑖𝑡+ 𝑎𝑖 + 𝑢𝑖𝑡   (2) 

Here the constant 𝑎𝑖 is the fixed-effect. This constant is a sum of all non-observed factors at 

work influencing our dependent variable. Such factors could be for example regional innate 

ability e.g. regional entrepreneurial traditions, industry structure which likely develops slowly 

over time and natural resources etc. Accounting for the fixed-effect we must demean the 

dependent variable and independent variables with the average value over time and within 

each group. This average value is given by equation 3: 

𝑦�̅� =  𝛽0 + 𝛽1(𝑥1𝑖̅̅ ̅̅ ) + 𝛽2(𝑥2𝑖̅̅ ̅̅ )+. . . + 𝛽𝑛(𝑥𝑛𝑖̅̅ ̅̅ ) + 𝑎�̅� +  𝑢�̅�)          (3) 

 The model accounting for the fixed-effect is given by equation 4: 

𝑦𝑖𝑡 − 𝑦�̅� =  𝛽0 + 𝛽1(𝑥1𝑖𝑡 − 𝑥1𝑖̅̅ ̅̅ ) + 𝛽2(𝑥2𝑖𝑡 − 𝑥2𝑖̅̅ ̅̅ )+. . . + 𝛽𝑛(𝑥𝑛𝑖𝑡 − 𝑥𝑛𝑖̅̅ ̅̅ )+ (𝑎𝑖 − 𝑎�̅�) + (𝑢𝑖𝑡 − 𝑢�̅�) (4) 

In this model the fixed-effect is being cancelled out, since the 𝑎𝑖 for different municipalities 

are by definition time invariant and fixed, the 𝑎�̅� will not change, hence 𝑎𝑖 =  𝑎�̅�. 

To clear results from general time trends and macro-economic developments assumed to have 

an equal impact on all the studied regions, we will also generate time dummies for year two 

and upwards and include in regressions. Our final model is thus given by equation 5: 

    𝑦𝑖𝑡 − 𝑦�̅� =  𝛽0 + 𝛽1(𝑥1𝑖𝑡 − 𝑥1𝑖̅̅ ̅̅ ) + 𝛽2(𝑥2𝑖𝑡 − 𝑥2𝑖̅̅ ̅̅ )+. . . + 𝛽𝑛(𝑥𝑛𝑖𝑡 − 𝑥𝑛𝑖̅̅ ̅̅ )+ ∑ 𝑑𝑡
𝑇−1
𝑡=1  +(𝑎𝑖 − 𝑎�̅�) + (𝑢𝑖𝑡 − 𝑢�̅�)  (5) 

Regressions on average income will be performed for the explanatory variables described 

above. All findings in the empirical part will be analyzed in accordance to the presented 

theoretical framework as well as the review of research literature.  

5 Data  

The data used is time series data from Statistics Sweden (SCB). Data material consists of 

yearly panel data for 286 out of 290 Swedish municipalities during the years 1991 to 2017 
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(income, share of tertiary educated) and during the years 1998 to 2017 (all variables). The 

population size in these municipalities year 2017 ranged from 2451 people in Bjurholm up to 

949 761 people in Stockholm. During the period of 1991-2017 four (4) new municipalities 

have been created. Complete data for the period is not available for these four municipalities, 

why they have been left out of analysis. This applies to the municipalities of Nykvarn, 

Knivsta, Bollebygd and Lekeberg. 

Average yearly regional income (referred to as “income”) is extracted for all individuals in 

the regional labor force of age 20-64. Income for extra work, holiday work and other part time 

work are included in these figures. Income figures are declared values reviewed by the 

Swedish Tax Agency (Skatteverket) and denoted as ‘taxed income’. These figures include 

wage compensation for employment, self-employment, sick absence, pensions and other tax 

deductible transfers. Some taxes and deductions, for example transportation cost, have been 

deducted. No capital income is included. Income data will be KPI-adjusted using national 

KPI-figures. It is possible that regional inflation differs from national figures but we will not 

attempt to correct for this due to the complexity of such a project. 

Share of high skill workers (referred to as “highskill”) is manually calculated by summarizing 

all municipality inhabitants of age 16-74 years which have at least three (3) years of tertiary 

education at time = t and dividing it by the total size of the municipality population at this 

same point t in time. Note that post-graduate studies are not included in the measure. Age 

structure (referred to as “age”) is yearly data on average age of municipality population. 

Unemployed immigrants (referred to as “unemIm”) is the sum of non-native born 

municipality inhabitants of age 20-64 years who are unemployed at a given point in time  = t, 

divided by the regional non-native born population size at this same point t in time. 

Population density (referred to as “popdens”) is a measure of the number of people per square 

kilometer for each municipality and at any given point in time.  Table 1 below summarizes 

descriptive statistics for our dependent variable income and our independent variables 

highskill, age, unemIm and popdens. Descriptive statistics is presented for year 1998 and 

2017 respectively, as well as for the total over the period 1998 to 2017.  
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Table 1 – Descriptive statistics of data year 1998, 2017 and total for 1998-2017 

Source: Statistics Sweden (SCB, 2019) and own calculations 

For the explanatory variable (share of high skill workers), the mean value has more than 

doubled from 5.09% in 1998 to 10.85% in 2017. The same is true for minimum value which 

has increased from 2.27% to 5.56%. 

6 Results 

6.1 Regional labor income inequalities in Sweden 1991-2017 

 
At first we present a time series plot of the development of yearly average regional income in 

our 286 municipalities. Data is KPI-adjusted (deflated) by the same rate for all municipalities 

and with 1991 as base year. In figure 1 we see a clear real growth of income for all 

municipalities. Data also indicates a clear increase in the spread of income, implying growing 

regional inequalities, with a number of municipalities leaving the big part behind. Boxes 

describe quartiles with 50% within the box, dots are outliers. 

Figure 1 - Time series plot of KPI-adjusted regional labor income (kSEK) and base year = 1991 

Year 1998 Year 2017 TOTAL 

Variable Obs Mean StdDev Min Max Obs Mean StdDev Min Max Obs Mean StdDev Min Max

income* (kSEK) 286 177.4 17.6 148.9 314.4 286 309.7 40.4 240.6 602.7 5720 243.1 48.4 148.9 602.7

highskill (%-share) 286 5.09 2.55 2.27 21.54 286 10.85 4.24 5.56 29.05 5720 8.44 4.04 2.27 29.05

age (yrs) 286 40.89 2.11 35.1 45.7 286 43.30 2.56 37.3 49.6 5720 42.49 2.52 35.1 49.7

unemIm (%-share) 286 19.59 4.74 8.2 35.2 286 13.36 3.76 5.5 23.4 5720 14.70 4.40 3.9 35.2

popdens (ppl/km2) 286 123.7 408.8 .3 3930.3 286 155.2 562.2 .2 5689.1 5720 135.6 467.4 .2 5689.1

*Raw data, not KPI-adjusted
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Secondly, figure 2-3 below present two plots, for year 1998 and year 2017 respectively, describing the cross-sectional relationship between KPI-

adjusted regional income (base year 1991) and average age. A categorization of municipalities is interwoven based on the population density for 

different municipalities in year 2017, with red squares representing municipalities with a population density of above 100 people per km2. Data 

shows a clear income differentiation based on age and population density. Regions with a lower average age and higher population density have 

a generally higher labor income level although the spread between these regions are also higher. Regions with a higher average age and lower 

population density have a generally lower average income but also a lower spread. Comparing the figures for 1998 and 2017, the differentiation 

based on age and density seems to have been somewhat strengthened, suggesting a concentration of people of different ages to specific economic 

regions. The simultaneous strengthening of differentiation of income based on age and population density, suggest a flow of primarily younger 

people to regions with a higher population density. 

Figure 2 & 3 – Average age and KPI-adjusted regional income 1998 and 2017, categorization based on population density 2017 
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In total for year 1998-2017 the national average age has increased by 1.2 years from an average of 40.0 years to an average of 41.2 years. In this 

period, ten municipalities have had a falling average age, among them the three biggest regions (Stockholm, Göteborg and Malmö). 44 

municipalities have had an increase below the national average and 236 municipalities have had an increase above the national average.  

For the same years, figure 4-5 below presents the cross-sectional relationship between KPI-adjusted regional income (base year 1991) and share 

of municipality population with a higher tertiary education (three years or more). In between these years we can see a general growth in share of 

tertiary educated. In both cross sections there is a positive and strong correlation between share of tertiary educated and regional income. Data 

pattern reveals a possibly co-variance between residuals and the share of tertiary educated, indicating presence of heteroscedasticity.  

Figure 4 & 5 – Municipality population with higher tertiary education and KPI-adjusted regional income 1998 and 2017 

Source: Statistics Sweden (SCB, 2019) and own calculations 
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Similarly, the cross-sectional relationship between KPI-adjusted regional income and regional 

unemployment among immigrants can be plotted for year 1998 and year 2017. These plots 

indicate a somewhat negative relation, but not as strong in absolute terms as for the share of 

tertiary educated inhabitants (see figure A1:1 and A1:2 in appendix A1). Finally, cross section 

analysis of the relation between share of tertiary educated and average age also show a 

negative relation, interestingly enough, meaning that regions with a larger share of high skill 

workers also have younger populations (see figure A2:1 and A2:2 in appendix A2).   

Figure 2 and 3 above showed that regions with higher income levels have a larger relative 

between-region income spread, which can be seen by studying the variation in income spread 

for the red squares compared to the variation in income spread for the blue dots. But what 

about the within-region income spread, i.e. the GINI coefficient, is this coefficient also related 

to the average income level? Figure 6 below plots the KPI-adjusted average regional income 

towards regional GINI coefficients for year 2017. Recall that a high GINI coefficient 

corresponds to a high inequality level. As can be seen, the within-region inequality level is 

generally somewhat higher in Swedish municipalities with a relatively high average income.   

Figure 6 – Relationship between regional GINI index and Average yearly regional income 2017 

 

Source: Statistics Sweden (SCB, 2019) and own calculations 
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number of OECD countries. Piacentini found both low average income levels and high 

average income levels to be paired with high inequality (high GINI-coefficients) – that is a U-

shaped relation. For Swedish municipalities there is no U-turn apparent in the lower tail of the 

curve. Possibly, this could be seen as a result of strong institutions inhibiting wage dispersions 

at the lower end of income distribution and / or a relatively inclusive industrialization. This is 

only to be considered as potential explanations. 

 

6.2 The explanatory variables of regional divergence 
 

Data has revealed a regional divergence for Swedish municipalities in the studied period of 

1991 to 2017. We now move our focus to the explanatory variables of this regional 

divergence. Table 3 below provides the result of fixed-effect regression of the relation 

between regional income (non-KPI-adjusted), percentage share of the population with a 

higher tertiary education and our control variables of immigrant unemployment level, age 

structure and population density. Dummy variables for year two and upwards are included to 

adjust for general time trends. To proactively adjust for suspected heteroscedasticity, all 

regressions are performed with robust standard errors. For our control variables data is only 

available for the years 1998-2017. Thus, we start off by investigating the effect of share of 

high skill workers on income, firstly for the data set of 1991-2017 and secondly for the data 

set of 1998-2017 to check that results is robust, and then we will step-wise introduce our 

control variables one by one. Table 3 below presents regression results one by one. 

Model 1 is a fixed-effect regression of income and share of tertiary educated for the data set 

of 1991-2017. Time dummies are included in the regression model and we use robust 

standard errors. Result shows a strongly significant, positive effect of share of tertiary 

educated on regional income level. Interpretation is that an increase by one percentage unit in 

the share of population with three or more years of tertiary education, stipulates an increase of 

yearly regional income of approximately 6,22 kSEK. This effect must be considered to be 

fairly strong. Overall R-square value is on a high level of 0,89. We conclude that share of 

high skill workers seems decisive to the regional income level. For full regression results see 

Appendix Table A:3.  

Model 2 is a repetition of the same regression as Model 1 but this time estimated on the data 

set for 1998-2017. We find a strongly significant, positive effect of share of high skill workers 
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on income, on the magnitude of approximately 7,25 kSEK per percentage unit increase of 

share of tertiary educated. Overall R-square value has dropped but is still on a high level of 

0,79. We conclude results to be robust for the first and the second data set and find the effect 

of high skill to have been somewhat strengthened over the later time period of 1998-2017. For 

full regression results see Appendix Table A:4. 

Table 3 – Regression results summarized for model 1-6 

Source: Statistics Sweden (SCB, 2019) and own calculations 

Model 3, 4 and 5 are fixed-effect regression of income and share of tertiary educated but we 

also introduce our control variables one-by-one. Model 3 includes unemployment level 

among immigrants (unemIm). Model 4 includes unemployment level of immigrants and 

average age of municipality (age). Model 5 includes unemployment level of immigrants, 

average age and population density (popdens). The reason for introducing them one-by-one is 

because we want to see the robustness of coefficients and model predictability. For example 

we exclude population density at first, since we suspect that this variable does not fully 

capture access to public services which might inflict negatively on model predictability. Yet 

again we use panel data for 1998-2017. Time dummies are included in the regression model 

and we use robust standard errors.  

Model 3 results in a robust coefficient for share of tertiary educated. Also the coefficient of 

immigrant unemployment level is strongly significant. Coefficient is negative meaning that an 

increase in the unemployment level should decrease regional income, which seems rational. 

Variable effect is weaker than that of tertiary education. The full interpretation is that each 

increase of unemployment level for immigrants by one percentage unit, stipulates a decrease 

of average regional income on the magnitude of approximately 0,95 kSEK. Overall R-square 

value for model 3 is fairly high 0,81. For full regression results see Appendix Table A:5. 

* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001

                                                                                                                    

dfres                         285             285             285             285             285             285   

R-sqr                       0.970           0.967           0.969           0.970           0.970           0.990   

                                                                                                                    

                           (4.70)          (5.22)          (6.96)         (40.43)         (39.49)          (0.07)   

constant                  113.259***      140.536***      160.071***       23.418          18.004           4.801***

                                                                                           (0.01)          (0.00)   

popdens                                                                                     0.005          -0.000   

                                                                           (0.95)          (0.92)          (0.00)   

age                                                                         3.119**         3.255***        0.009***

                                                           (0.19)          (0.19)          (0.19)          (0.00)   

unemIm                                                     -0.946***       -0.750***       -0.752***       -0.004***

                           (0.95)          (0.94)          (0.95)          (0.88)          (0.91)          (0.00)   

highskill                   6.223***        7.248***        7.052***        8.084***        7.932***        0.018***

                                                                                                                    

                             b/se            b/se            b/se            b/se            b/se            b/se   

                          Model 1         Model 2         Model 3         Model 4         Model 5         Model 6   
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Model 4 introduces the variable average age of municipality. Regression results in robust 

coefficients for share of tertiary educated and unemployment level among immigrants. 

Coefficient for age variable is significant on 99% level which is high but not as high as the 

two other variables. The effect of variable is positive and fairly strong. A coefficient estimate 

of approximately 3,1 means that an increase in the average age by one year stipulates an 

increase of average yearly regional income by 3,1 kSEK. This positive effect is not what 

could be seen in cross section analysis. Recall that figure 2 and 3 showed a weak, negative 

relation between income and average age, and that regions of younger populations and higher 

population density (red squares) seemed to increase their regional income more than regions 

with older populations. However, the Model 4 result is still rational since we not only control 

for age but also skill, and it is natural that older workers have had time to derive a higher 

income. We conclude that the negative relation between age and income that we see in figure 

2 and 3 is only due to the fact that we not control for skill. Thus, the regions with younger 

populations do not have higher regional income because they have younger populations, but 

because their populations have a higher skill level on average. As we also can see in Model 4, 

introducing variable age strengthens the coefficient for high skill. Overall R-square value of 

model 4 is 0,78 which is lower than for Model 3. For full regression results see Appendix 

Table A:6.      

Model 5 introduces the variable population density as an attempt to estimate access to public 

services. The idea is that higher population density makes it more likely to also have a high 

access to public services. Regression results in fairly robust coefficients for share of tertiary 

educated, unemployment level among immigrants and average age of municipality (this 

variable becomes strongly significant). The effect of population density is very small, close to 

zero, but foremost not statistically significant. We conclude that population density is not 

decisive for regional income level, perhaps an interesting finding in itself. Overall R-square 

value of model 5 is 0,77 which is somewhat lower than for Model 4. For full regression 

results see Appendix Table A:7.   

To investigate the robustness of our results we try to capture the incidence of 

heteroscedasticity. Therefore we generate squared residuals and perform regression for each 

independent variable on these residuals. Regression results are presented in Appendix Table 

A11. Since p-value is close to zero we conclude heteroscedasticity to be present. In response, 

all regressions should be performed with robust standard errors. This, we have already done in 
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Model 1-5 above. As an attempt to control for potential bias due to heteroscedasticity, we also 

take the logarithm of our dependent variable income and re-run regression. 

Model 6 is a rerun of fixed-effect regression on the panel data for 1998-2017 including all 

variables, but with the ln income as dependent variable. Time dummies are included in the 

regression model and we use robust standard errors. Results show robust coefficients for the 

variables high skill, unemIm and age, which are all strongly significant. Coefficient for 

population density remains non-significant. Overall R-square value rises to 0,84 which is a 

sign of good effects from our adjustments. It could be interesting to note that the 

interpretation of the coefficients for variables share of tertiary educated and immigrant 

unemployment level could by definition be seen as elasticity’s, since taking the logarithm of 

our dependent variable transform this data to a percentage share which was already the case 

for our two variables. Interpretation is thus that a percentage increase in share of tertiary 

educated stipulates a 1,8% increase in regional income. While a percentage increase in 

unemployment level among immigrants stipulates a 0,4% decrease in regional income. We 

conclude that heteroscedasticity should not inflict on the basic relevance of our results. For 

full regression results see Appendix Table A:8.   

To test for multicollinearity, we print a correlation matrix for model 5 but find no obvious risk 

of correlation (for full correlation matrix see Appendix Table A:12). Since overall R-square 

value dropped as we introduced variables for average age and population density in Model 4-

5, we still proceed by dropping these variables one by one starting with age, and re-run fixed 

effect regressions on logarithmized data for 1998-2017. Time dummies are included in the 

regression model and we use robust standard errors. Additional results are presented in table 5 

below.  

Model 7 drops the variable age and re-runs fixed effect regression on the logarithmized 

dependent variable. Results for variables share of tertiary educated and immigrant 

unemployment level remains robust. Variable population density becomes significant at 99% 

level but with an effect of negligible strength. Overall R-square value increases to 0,85. 

Model 8 sequentially drops the variable population density and yet again re-runs fixed effect 

regression on the log of our dependent variable. All results remain robust. Overall R-square 

value increases to 0,86 which is the highest value achieved. For full regression results see 

Appendix Table A:9-A:10.     
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Lastly, Model 9 constitutes a sensitivity analysis, in which data for the three biggest regions 

of Stockholm, Göteborg and Malmö are dropped. It is reasonable that they, by their mere size, 

could hold specific characteristics with a large impact on regression results. However, we find 

that regression results remain robust in the absence of these regions and we conclude that 

results should not be very sensitive for the choice of regions to study. Table 5 below 

summarizes all our regression results.   

Table 5 – Regression results summarized for model 1-9 

 

Source: SCB (2019) and own calculations 

7 Discussion 

Data for 286 Swedish municipalities during 1991 to 2017 presents evidence of a real growth 

of regional labor income inequalities – that is a regional divergence. This result is in 

contradiction of earlier studies based on the Solow growth model that have found regional 

convergence. A number of possible reasons for this contrasting finding could be the choice of 

studied time period, the choice of a geographical study unit of higher or lower resolution and 

the choice of measure for income. Still, results raise questions of the relevance of using a 

Solow growth model to explain within-nation income growth. 

Regression analysis reveals that a main part of the growth of regional inequality between 

Swedish municipalities can be attributed to regional differences in the share of tertiary 

educated inhabitants. This result is in line with the theory of a skill-biased technological 

change at work, transforming the world of work in the direction of a job polarization. 

Heteroscedasticity is present in data and could bias the result, but it should not inflict on its 

basic relevance however. Our control variables age structure, unemployment level among 

immigrants and population density do not as well explain the resent development of growth of 

regional inequality. A smaller part can be attributed to regional differences in unemployment 

* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001

                                                                                                                                                                    

dfres                         285             285             285             285             285             285             285             285             282   

R-sqr                       0.970           0.967           0.969           0.970           0.970           0.990           0.989           0.989           0.989   

                                                                                                                                                                    

                           (4.70)          (5.22)          (6.96)         (40.43)         (39.49)          (0.07)          (0.01)          (0.01)          (0.01)   

constant                  113.259***      140.536***      160.071***       23.418          18.004           4.801***        5.197***        5.201***        5.195***

                                                                                           (0.01)          (0.00)          (0.00)                                   

popdens                                                                                     0.005          -0.000          -0.000**                                 

                                                                           (0.95)          (0.92)          (0.00)                                                   

age                                                                         3.119**         3.255***        0.009***                                                

                                                           (0.19)          (0.19)          (0.19)          (0.00)          (0.00)          (0.00)          (0.00)   

unemIm                                                     -0.946***       -0.750***       -0.752***       -0.004***       -0.005***       -0.005***       -0.005***

                           (0.95)          (0.94)          (0.95)          (0.88)          (0.91)          (0.00)          (0.00)          (0.00)          (0.00)   

highskill                   6.223***        7.248***        7.052***        8.084***        7.932***        0.018***        0.016***        0.014***        0.016***

                                                                                                                                                                    

                             b/se            b/se            b/se            b/se            b/se            b/se            b/se            b/se            b/se   

                          Model 1         Model 2         Model 3         Model 4         Model 5         Model 6         Model 7         Model 8         Model 9   
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level among immigrants, which has a negative effect on income but on a much smaller scale 

than that of tertiary education.  

Cross-sectional analysis of the relation between variables high skill and age shows a negative 

relation among the two variables (Appendix Figure A2:1 and A2:2). That is, regions with a 

larger share of high skilled workers do also have a younger population on average. We also 

know that a larger share of high skilled workers is associated with higher regional income. 

Why then do these regions with higher income and a larger share of tertiary educated, have 

populations that are younger on average? This finding suggests that the regional share of 

tertiary educated inhabitants is not only explained by different aspirations among individuals 

in different regions to acquire tertiary education, but also contains some flow component. We 

do not expect life expectancy to be lower in economically successful regions. Thus, there 

should also be differences in child birth levels and / or migration flows affecting population 

demographics. The latter seems most reasonable.  

In Figure 2 and 3, the cross-section analysis of the relation between regional income and age 

showed a somewhat negative relation between the two. However, regression results contradict 

this finding by showing that age has a strong, positive effect on income, see for example 

Model 4. We conclude that the reason for this is that the regression controls for skill. That is, 

younger regions do not have a higher regional income because their populations are younger 

on average, but because this younger population has a higher skill level on average. The true 

age effect is positive which seems rational, since older workers have had time to derive a 

higher average income. Since municipalities with older populations have lower regional 

income on average, but workers of these older populations have had time to derive higher 

individual income, this in turn means that the relative ageing of populations in municipalities 

falling behind likely acts to slow down the divergence between regions – that is, it is likely 

that the divergence is being underestimated in studies due to the fact that different ageing 

pattern of municipality populations counteracts this divergence relative if ageing patterns 

would have been the same. The fact that the coefficient for share of high skill workers is 

strengthened in the presence of control variable age within regression model supports this line 

of reasoning.      

Furthermore, regression shows that changes in population density per se have a non-

significant impact on regional income level. If one agrees that population density is a good 

estimator for access to public services the result could be interpreted as support for an 
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inclusive distribution of the nation-wide access to public services, since population density 

per se seems not to be a differentiating factor for income. Such a conclusion stands on 

somewhat lose ground however and perhaps it is not as simple as that. The result should, 

rather than stand for itself, be seen within the theoretical framework and in addition to other 

findings.  

The theory of a skill-biased technological change describes the flow of skills to certain tasks 

in order to explain the return to skills. If there is a nation-wide access to public services, it 

does not simultaneously imply a nation-wide distribution of the returns induced by such an 

access. During the studied time period we find an economic concentration to specific regions, 

especially ones with an already high population density, and with the regions falling behind 

being characterized by a relatively more ageing population of relatively less educated 

individuals. Seen within the theoretical framework of a skill-biased technological change it is 

likely that one component of this result is a self-selecting flow of “local economic migrants”, 

made up by young people with aspirations of tertiary education, who move away from their 

birth-region and concentrate to high skill regions.  

The economic success of certain regions is somewhat ambiguous however. This study has 

found the within-region inequality to be larger in municipalities with a relatively high income 

level. Furthermore, and in contradiction to earlier studies of OECD-regions, the within-region 

inequality is small in Swedish municipalities with a relatively low average income however. 

In summary, these results imply that Swedish economic policies during the studied time 

period have been inclusive at the lower end of income distribution and likely also relative 

successful regarding access to public services. However, the economic growth policies have 

not managed to be inclusive from a regional perspective. The effect is that a majority of 

regions are falling behind. As Stiglitz (2012) points out, this is of major concern for the long-

term social cohesion in regional and national society, for the division between metropolitan 

and non-metropolitan areas, for overall economic growth and not the least for the equality of 

opportunity. It might be appropriate to remind that these results are not cleared for possible 

differences in costs of living, due to the complexity of such a task combined with the 

theoretical weakness of such an assumption.   

It is possible that the different success rate of social access policies and growth policies 

depends on different choices of geographical units at focus when developing the policies. 
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However, conclusive remarks on the effectiveness of economic policies, requires deeper 

studies not only of the regional flow of skills, but also of tasks. 

8 Conclusion 

In contrast to earlier studies, we find a regional divergence in the development of labor 

income inequalities of Swedish municipalities between year 1991 and 2017. It is likely that 

the contrasting results are partly due to different choices of geographical study units and 

different choices of measures to describe regional income. Results still raise questions about 

the Solow growth model’s ability to evaluate regional growth patterns.  

Furthermore, and in favor of the theory of a skill-biased technological change, regressions 

have shown that even in the presence of control variables, the share of high skill workers is 

robustly a strong predictor of regional income. Furthermore, we find an economic 

concentration to specific regions while the main part of the studied municipalities is falling 

behind. This should be seen as a finding of major concern, not the least for long-term effects 

in terms of equality of opportunity, economic growth and social cohesion. Cross section 

investigations of income, share of high skill workers and age structure of municipality, 

suggests a flow component. It is likely that young people with aspirations of tertiary 

education, move away from their birth-region and concentrate to high skill regions.  

However, our model is not perfectly adapted to fully explain the regional labor income 

inequalities. There might be other factors at work. Furthermore, regional income figures have 

for theoretical reasons not been cleared for possible differences in terms of costs of living. 

Some variables are not the best estimators due to difficulty finding regional data. Conclusive 

remarks on the effectiveness of economic policies also require deeper understanding not only 

of the intra-national, regional flow of skills, but also the flow of tasks. Still, result should 

provide sufficient evidence that point to the necessity of emphasizing the regional perspective 

more in development of national growth policies. From policy perspectives, it is evident that 

education overall has a more influential long-term effect on income than unemployment level 

among immigrants. Still, regions falling behind might be in a struggle of balancing economy 

in a short-term perspective and find themselves obliged to effectively handle unemployment 

levels. It is also a fact that even though skill level improves overall, for all studied Swedish 

municipalities, the skill-bias of technological change might still differentiate regional income 

levels.  
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To provide stronger evidence of a job polarization between high wage jobs and low wage 

jobs, further regressions could include a social immobility component or some other variable 

to predict the growth in low wage jobs. It would also be of interest to study the real effects of 

growing regional inequalities in terms of for example political landscape, but also health 

aspects and life expectancy. 
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Appendix 

  

Appendix 1 – Regional income and Immigrant unemployment level 1998 

and 2017 

 

Figure A1:1 
Municipality immigrant unemployment level and KPI-adjusted regional income 1998 

 

 

Figure A1:2 
Municipality immigrant unemployment level and KPI-adjusted regional income 2017 
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Appendix 2 – Higher tertiary education and age 1998 and 2018 

 

Figure A2:1 
Higher tertiary education and age structure 1998 

 

 

Figure A2:2 
Higher tertiary education and age structure 2017 
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Appendix 3 – FE regression income and highskill 1991-2017  

 

Table A3 
Fixed-effect regression with robust standrd errors, income vs highskill 1991-2017 

 

 

  

                                                                              

         rho     .7832582   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

     sigma_e    9.1401739

     sigma_u    17.375431

                                                                              

       _cons     113.2586    4.69652    24.12   0.000     104.0143    122.5028

        Td27     128.8486   5.363482    24.02   0.000     118.2916    139.4057

        Td26     119.7512    5.26313    22.75   0.000     109.3917    130.1107

        Td25     111.7072   5.098788    21.91   0.000     101.6712    121.7433

        Td24     104.8968    4.90118    21.40   0.000     95.24971    114.5439

        Td23     99.89604   4.709811    21.21   0.000     90.62561    109.1665

        Td22     96.90017    4.50204    21.52   0.000     88.03871    105.7616

        Td21     91.44562   4.280911    21.36   0.000     83.01941    99.87183

        Td20     84.17208   4.040828    20.83   0.000     76.21843    92.12573

        Td19     81.59227   3.837114    21.26   0.000     74.03959    89.14494

        Td18     82.98161   3.604219    23.02   0.000     75.88735    90.07588

        Td17     76.69009   3.365266    22.79   0.000     70.06616    83.31402

        Td16     69.57183   3.115294    22.33   0.000     63.43993    75.70373

        Td15     64.87892   2.873724    22.58   0.000     59.22251    70.53534

        Td14     61.01118   2.525825    24.15   0.000     56.03954    65.98282

        Td13     57.92466   2.241095    25.85   0.000     53.51346    62.33585

        Td12      53.5976   1.997252    26.84   0.000     49.66637    57.52884

        Td11     48.23794   1.722206    28.01   0.000     44.84808     51.6278

        Td10     41.56785    1.50133    27.69   0.000     38.61275    44.52296

         Td9     39.08556   .7287806    53.63   0.000     37.65109    40.52004

         Td8     32.49383   .5863941    55.41   0.000     31.33962    33.64804

         Td7     25.88967   .4716083    54.90   0.000      24.9614    26.81795

         Td6     21.09091   .3675621    57.38   0.000     20.36743    21.81439

         Td5      15.8471   .2928406    54.12   0.000     15.27069     16.4235

         Td4     11.11821   .2058224    54.02   0.000     10.71309    11.52334

         Td3     7.758627   .1052922    73.69   0.000     7.551378    7.965876

         Td2     3.505317   .0810861    43.23   0.000     3.345713     3.66492

   highskill     6.223064   .9548151     6.52   0.000      4.34368    8.102448

                                                                              

      income        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                   (Std. Err. adjusted for 286 clusters in id)

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.0459                        Prob > F          =     0.0000

                                                F(27,285)         =    1907.37

     overall = 0.8861                                         max =         27

     between = 0.5259                                         avg =       27.0

     within  = 0.9705                                         min =         27

R-sq:                                           Obs per group:

Group variable: id                              Number of groups  =        286

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs     =      7,722



    

 

 

Appendix 4 – FE regression income and highskill 1998-2017 

 

Table A4 
Fixed-effect regression with robust standard errors, income vs highskill 1998-2017 

 

 

  

                                                                              

         rho    .89712129   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

     sigma_e    7.2368278

     sigma_u    21.370323

                                                                              

       _cons     140.5355   5.216252    26.94   0.000     130.2683    150.8028

        td20     90.44513   4.831147    18.72   0.000     80.93587    99.95438

        td19     81.49045   4.739252    17.19   0.000     72.16207    90.81883

        td18     73.62661   4.573184    16.10   0.000     64.62511    82.62812

        td17      67.0338   4.375668    15.32   0.000     58.42108    75.64653

        td16       62.277   4.171924    14.93   0.000      54.0653    70.48869

        td15     59.52339    3.96025    15.03   0.000     51.72834    67.31844

        td14     54.31311   3.742187    14.51   0.000     46.94728    61.67894

        td13      47.3234   3.509335    13.49   0.000      40.4159     54.2309

        td12     44.99597   3.294157    13.66   0.000     38.51201    51.47993

        td11      46.6488   3.065859    15.22   0.000      40.6142     52.6834

        td10     40.63959   2.827394    14.37   0.000     35.07437    46.20481

         td9     33.85476   2.567797    13.18   0.000     28.80051    38.90901

         td8     29.46375   2.318556    12.71   0.000     24.90008    34.02741

         td7     26.03429   1.971399    13.21   0.000     22.15394    29.91464

         td6     23.31159   1.687867    13.81   0.000     19.98932    26.63386

         td5      19.2694   1.454508    13.25   0.000     16.40646    22.13234

         td4     14.24096   1.183724    12.03   0.000     11.91101    16.57091

         td3     7.854058   .9577259     8.20   0.000     5.968945    9.739172

         td2     6.397933   .1780663    35.93   0.000     6.047441    6.748425

   highskill     7.248211   .9362513     7.74   0.000     5.405367    9.091056

                                                                              

      income        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                   (Std. Err. adjusted for 286 clusters in id)

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.1445                        Prob > F          =     0.0000

                                                F(20,285)         =    1736.53

     overall = 0.7885                                         max =         20

     between = 0.4995                                         avg =       20.0

     within  = 0.9668                                         min =         20

R-sq:                                           Obs per group:

Group variable: id                              Number of groups  =        286

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs     =      5,720



    

 

 

Appendix 5 – FE regression income vs highskill, unemIm 1998-2017 

 

Table A5 
Fixed-effect regression with robust standard errors, income vs highskill and unemIm 1998-2017 

 

 

  

                                                                              

         rho    .89346407   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

     sigma_e    7.0430406

     sigma_u    20.396267

                                                                              

       _cons     160.0712   6.959492    23.00   0.000     146.3727    173.7698

        td20     85.68254   4.765487    17.98   0.000     76.30252    95.06255

        td19      76.9073   4.667658    16.48   0.000     67.71984    86.09476

        td18     69.37953   4.502622    15.41   0.000     60.51692    78.24215

        td17     63.30256   4.302493    14.71   0.000     54.83386    71.77125

        td16     59.13396   4.104867    14.41   0.000     51.05426    67.21366

        td15     55.91334   3.898723    14.34   0.000      48.2394    63.58729

        td14     50.58841   3.692231    13.70   0.000     43.32091    57.85591

        td13     44.54159   3.459596    12.87   0.000     37.73199     51.3512

        td12      40.6718   3.272258    12.43   0.000     34.23094    47.11266

        td11     39.16307   3.203769    12.22   0.000     32.85702    45.46912

        td10     33.76086   2.957654    11.41   0.000     27.93924    39.58248

         td9     29.92621   2.578459    11.61   0.000     24.85097    35.00145

         td8     26.01171   2.330802    11.16   0.000     21.42394    30.59948

         td7     22.03399   2.018024    10.92   0.000     18.06187    26.00611

         td6     18.56851   1.808394    10.27   0.000     15.00901    22.12801

         td5      14.4148   1.629149     8.85   0.000     11.20811    17.62149

         td4     9.656729   1.393413     6.93   0.000     6.914042    12.39942

         td3     4.670475   1.070054     4.36   0.000     2.564263    6.776686

         td2     4.999343   .3233967    15.46   0.000     4.362794    5.635892

      unemIm    -.9463527   .1870867    -5.06   0.000      -1.3146   -.5781057

   highskill     7.051684   .9467412     7.45   0.000     5.188192    8.915176

                                                                              

      income        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                   (Std. Err. adjusted for 286 clusters in id)

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.1578                        Prob > F          =     0.0000

                                                F(21,285)         =    1811.07

     overall = 0.8073                                         max =         20

     between = 0.5483                                         avg =       20.0

     within  = 0.9685                                         min =         20

R-sq:                                           Obs per group:

Group variable: id                              Number of groups  =        286

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs     =      5,720



    

 

 

Appendix 6 – FE regression income vs highskill, unemIm and age 1998-

2017 

 

Table A6 
Fixed-effect regression with robust standard errors, income vs highskill and age 1998-2017 

 

 

  

                                                                              

         rho    .90982662   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

     sigma_e    6.8993629

     sigma_u    21.915386

                                                                              

       _cons     23.41808   40.43077     0.58   0.563    -56.16272    102.9989

        td20     73.43611   5.370173    13.67   0.000     62.86587    84.00634

        td19     64.79447    5.28583    12.26   0.000     54.39025    75.19869

        td18     57.03749   5.220096    10.93   0.000     46.76265    67.31232

        td17     51.07272   5.060976    10.09   0.000     41.11109    61.03436

        td16      47.1697   4.873509     9.68   0.000     37.57706    56.76233

        td15      44.5062   4.643555     9.58   0.000     35.36618    53.64621

        td14      39.8068   4.418784     9.01   0.000      31.1092    48.50439

        td13      34.3275   4.156518     8.26   0.000     26.14613    42.50887

        td12      31.4649   3.850733     8.17   0.000     23.88542    39.04439

        td11     31.32987   3.657578     8.57   0.000     24.13058    38.52917

        td10     26.52417   3.372367     7.87   0.000     19.88626    33.16208

         td9     22.81745   3.019815     7.56   0.000     16.87348    28.76142

         td8     19.53132   2.718127     7.19   0.000     14.18117    24.88147

         td7     16.67391   2.318109     7.19   0.000     12.11112     21.2367

         td6     14.27963   2.005946     7.12   0.000     10.33128    18.22798

         td5     10.91987   1.780781     6.13   0.000     7.414715    14.42502

         td4     6.950764   1.495637     4.65   0.000     4.006868    9.894661

         td3     2.605437   1.131407     2.30   0.022     .3784624    4.832411

         td2     4.303787   .3907962    11.01   0.000     3.534574    5.072999

         age     3.119299   .9460067     3.30   0.001     1.257253    4.981345

      unemIm    -.7499002   .1876592    -4.00   0.000    -1.119274   -.3805263

   highskill     8.084418    .882265     9.16   0.000     6.347836       9.821

                                                                              

      income        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                   (Std. Err. adjusted for 286 clusters in id)

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.1637                        Prob > F          =     0.0000

                                                F(22,285)         =    2038.24

     overall = 0.7819                                         max =         20

     between = 0.4830                                         avg =       20.0

     within  = 0.9698                                         min =         20

R-sq:                                           Obs per group:

Group variable: id                              Number of groups  =        286

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs     =      5,720



    

 

 

Appendix 7 – FE regression income vs highskill, unemIm, age and popdens 

1998-2017 

 

Table A7 
Fixed-effect regression with robust standard errors, income vs highskill, unemIm, age and popdens 

1998-2017 

 

 

  

                                                                              

         rho    .91288246   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

     sigma_e    6.8954784

     sigma_u    22.321277

                                                                              

       _cons     18.00372   39.48683     0.46   0.649     -59.7191    95.72654

        td20     73.80072   5.443133    13.56   0.000     63.08688    84.51456

        td19     65.15432   5.358303    12.16   0.000     54.60745    75.70118

        td18     57.37222   5.288374    10.85   0.000     46.96299    67.78145

        td17     51.39125   5.126467    10.02   0.000     41.30071    61.48179

        td16     47.47248   4.936476     9.62   0.000      37.7559    57.18905

        td15     44.79479   4.704564     9.52   0.000     35.53469    54.05489

        td14     40.08507   4.478245     8.95   0.000     31.27043     48.8997

        td13     34.60017   4.215368     8.21   0.000     26.30296    42.89737

        td12     31.72569   3.907767     8.12   0.000     24.03395    39.41744

        td11     31.57683    3.71092     8.51   0.000     24.27254    38.88112

        td10     26.76099    3.42343     7.82   0.000     20.02258    33.49941

         td9     23.03985   3.068387     7.51   0.000     17.00028    29.07943

         td8     19.73785   2.762931     7.14   0.000     14.29951    25.17619

         td7       16.845   2.353718     7.16   0.000     12.21212    21.47788

         td6     14.42378   2.034704     7.09   0.000     10.41883    18.42874

         td5     11.04601   1.805796     6.12   0.000     7.491622     14.6004

         td4     7.054591    1.51617     4.65   0.000      4.07028     10.0389

         td3     2.703233   1.150855     2.35   0.020     .4379787    4.968488

         td2     4.291405   .3891963    11.03   0.000     3.525341    5.057468

     popdens     .0054412   .0065881     0.83   0.410    -.0075263    .0184088

         age      3.25537   .9235158     3.52   0.000     1.437593    5.073147

      unemIm     -.752278   .1875366    -4.01   0.000    -1.121411   -.3831455

   highskill     7.931927    .905407     8.76   0.000     6.149794    9.714061

                                                                              

      income        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                   (Std. Err. adjusted for 286 clusters in id)

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.1874                        Prob > F          =     0.0000

                                                F(23,285)         =    1974.11

     overall = 0.7762                                         max =         20

     between = 0.4762                                         avg =       20.0

     within  = 0.9698                                         min =         20

R-sq:                                           Obs per group:

Group variable: id                              Number of groups  =        286

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs     =      5,720



    

 

 

Appendix 8 – FE regression logarithmized income vs highskill, unemIm, 

age, popdens 1998-2017 

 

Table A8 
Fixed-effect regression with robust standard errors, logarithmized income vs highskill, unemIm, age 

and popdens 1998-2017 

 

                                                                                

         rho    .95479012   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

     sigma_e    .01641658

     sigma_u    .07544316

                                                                              

       _cons     4.800876   .0664334    72.27   0.000     4.670114    4.931638

        td20     .4017861   .0112249    35.79   0.000     .3796919    .4238802

        td19     .3723629   .0110863    33.59   0.000     .3505415    .3941843

        td18      .345209   .0108598    31.79   0.000     .3238333    .3665846

        td17     .3234234   .0104703    30.89   0.000     .3028144    .3440324

        td16     .3081695   .0100414    30.69   0.000     .2884048    .3279341

        td15     .2949442   .0095414    30.91   0.000     .2761637    .3137247

        td14      .273932   .0090836    30.16   0.000     .2560526    .2918113

        td13      .250403   .0085678    29.23   0.000     .2335388    .2672673

        td12     .2331522   .0079878    29.19   0.000     .2174297    .2488747

        td11     .2235894   .0077842    28.72   0.000     .2082675    .2389112

        td10     .2007745   .0071748    27.98   0.000     .1866522    .2148967

         td9     .1841427   .0062424    29.50   0.000     .1718556    .1964298

         td8     .1652454   .0056242    29.38   0.000     .1541751    .1763157

         td7     .1436681   .0048485    29.63   0.000     .1341246    .1532116

         td6     .1243948   .0043601    28.53   0.000     .1158126     .132977

         td5     .1015022   .0039576    25.65   0.000     .0937125    .1092919

         td4     .0742016   .0033866    21.91   0.000     .0675356    .0808675

         td3     .0459184   .0025207    18.22   0.000     .0409567      .05088

         td2     .0301323   .0009713    31.02   0.000     .0282205    .0320441

     popdens    -.0000192   .0000124    -1.55   0.122    -.0000437    5.19e-06

         age     .0090886   .0015058     6.04   0.000     .0061247    .0120526

      unemIm    -.0044418   .0004887    -9.09   0.000    -.0054037     -.00348

   highskill     .0179113   .0018325     9.77   0.000     .0143043    .0215183

                                                                              

    lnIncome        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                   (Std. Err. adjusted for 286 clusters in id)

corr(u_i, Xb)  = 0.0690                         Prob > F          =     0.0000

                                                F(23,285)         =    4340.22

     overall = 0.8362                                         max =         20

     between = 0.4932                                         avg =       20.0

     within  = 0.9899                                         min =         20

R-sq:                                           Obs per group:

Group variable: id                              Number of groups  =        286

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs     =      5,720



    

 

 

Appendix 9 – FE regression logarithmized income vs highskill, unemIm, 

popdens excluding age 1998-2017 

 

Table A9 
Fixed-effect regression with robust standrd errors, logarithmized income vs highskill, unemIm, 

popdens excluding age 1998-2017 

 

 

  

                                                                              

         rho    .94662398   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

     sigma_e    .01689823

     sigma_u    .07116341

                                                                              

       _cons     5.196926   .0142804   363.92   0.000     5.168818    5.225035

        td20     .4339955   .0105294    41.22   0.000     .4132702    .4547207

        td19      .404224   .0103812    38.94   0.000     .3837904    .4246576

        td18     .3777963   .0099955    37.80   0.000     .3581219    .3974707

        td17     .3557653   .0095185    37.38   0.000     .3370298    .3745009

        td16     .3398432   .0090525    37.54   0.000      .322025    .3576614

        td15     .3251434   .0085839    37.88   0.000     .3082476    .3420392

        td14     .3024539   .0081702    37.02   0.000     .2863722    .3185355

        td13     .2773887   .0076712    36.16   0.000     .2622893     .292488

        td12     .2574188   .0072874    35.32   0.000     .2430748    .2717629

        td11     .2441385   .0073671    33.14   0.000     .2296377    .2586393

        td10     .2197252   .0068047    32.29   0.000     .2063314    .2331191

         td9      .202798   .0057549    35.24   0.000     .1914704    .2141255

         td8      .182237    .005171    35.24   0.000     .1720588    .1924152

         td7     .1577212   .0045297    34.82   0.000     .1488054     .166637

         td6     .1356114   .0042017    32.28   0.000     .1273411    .1438818

         td5     .1106089    .003874    28.55   0.000     .1029836    .1182343

         td4     .0812287   .0033647    24.14   0.000     .0746058    .0878516

         td3     .0512093   .0024906    20.56   0.000      .046307    .0561117

         td2     .0320895   .0009251    34.69   0.000     .0302687    .0339104

     popdens    -.0000403   .0000147    -2.74   0.007    -.0000692   -.0000113

      unemIm     -.004972   .0004885   -10.18   0.000    -.0059334   -.0040105

   highskill     .0156655   .0018925     8.28   0.000     .0119404    .0193905

                                                                              

    lnIncome        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                   (Std. Err. adjusted for 286 clusters in id)

corr(u_i, Xb)  = 0.0916                         Prob > F          =     0.0000

                                                F(22,285)         =    4163.36

     overall = 0.8535                                         max =         20

     between = 0.5621                                         avg =       20.0

     within  = 0.9893                                         min =         20

R-sq:                                           Obs per group:

Group variable: id                              Number of groups  =        286

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs     =      5,720



    

 

 

Appendix 10 – FE regression logarithmized income vs highskill and 

unemIm excluding age, popdens 1998-2017 

 

Table A10 
Fixed-effect regression with robust Std errors, logarithmized income vs highskill and unemIm 

excluding age and popdens 1998-2017 

 

 

  

                                                                              

         rho    .94170187   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

     sigma_e    .01700351

     sigma_u     .0683389

                                                                              

       _cons     5.200971   .0146085   356.02   0.000     5.172217    5.229725

        td20     .4406446   .0107603    40.95   0.000     .4194649    .4618242

        td19     .4107947   .0105925    38.78   0.000     .3899452    .4316442

        td18     .3842552   .0101951    37.69   0.000     .3641878    .4043225

        td17     .3620681   .0097108    37.29   0.000     .3429542     .381182

        td16     .3459438   .0092132    37.55   0.000     .3278092    .3640784

        td15     .3309593   .0087389    37.87   0.000     .3137583    .3481603

        td14     .3079915   .0083172    37.03   0.000     .2916206    .3243624

        td13     .2827017   .0077989    36.25   0.000      .267351    .2980524

        td12      .262319   .0074298    35.31   0.000     .2476948    .2769432

        td11      .248493   .0075325    32.99   0.000     .2336667    .2633194

        td10     .2238123   .0069601    32.16   0.000     .2101125    .2375121

         td9     .2067371   .0058775    35.17   0.000     .1951683     .218306

         td8      .185856   .0052772    35.22   0.000     .1754687    .1962433

         td7     .1607165   .0046458    34.59   0.000      .151572     .169861

         td6     .1380618    .004325    31.92   0.000     .1295488    .1465748

         td5     .1126699    .003992    28.22   0.000     .1048123    .1205275

         td4     .0828699   .0034739    23.86   0.000     .0760322    .0897077

         td3     .0525992   .0025902    20.31   0.000     .0475008    .0576975

         td2     .0322224   .0009353    34.45   0.000     .0303815    .0340634

      unemIm    -.0050529   .0004863   -10.39   0.000    -.0060101   -.0040958

   highskill     .0142042   .0018954     7.49   0.000     .0104733     .017935

                                                                              

    lnIncome        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                   (Std. Err. adjusted for 286 clusters in id)

corr(u_i, Xb)  = 0.0979                         Prob > F          =     0.0000

                                                F(21,285)         =    4351.22

     overall = 0.8644                                         max =         20

     between = 0.5979                                         avg =       20.0

     within  = 0.9892                                         min =         20

R-sq:                                           Obs per group:

Group variable: id                              Number of groups  =        286

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs     =      5,720



    

 

 

Appendix 11 – Regression to test for heteroscedsticity 

 

Table A11 

Regression of independent variables on squared model residuals 

 

Source: Statistics Sweden (SCB, 2019) and own calculations 

 

 

  

                                                                              

       _cons    -330.9217   315.2097    -1.05   0.294    -948.8522    287.0088

     popdens     .4250584   .0410569    10.35   0.000     .3445713    .5055456

         age    -26.77946   7.270709    -3.68   0.000    -41.03281   -12.52612

      unemIm     16.60864    4.27884     3.88   0.000     8.220494    24.99679

   highskill     202.5292   5.222329    38.78   0.000     192.2915     212.767

                                                                              

          e2        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

       Total    1.3735e+10     5,719  2401707.26   Root MSE        =    1239.1

                                                   Adj R-squared   =    0.3607

    Residual    8.7745e+09     5,715  1535337.99   R-squared       =    0.3612

       Model    4.9609e+09         4  1.2402e+09   Prob > F        =    0.0000

                                                   F(4, 5715)      =    807.79

      Source         SS           df       MS      Number of obs   =     5,720



    

 

 

Appendix 12 – Correlation matrix for variables highskill, unemIm age and 

popdens 

 

Table A12 
Correlation matrix for variables highskill, unemIm, age and popdens run after Fixed-effect regression 

(Xtreg) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       _cons     0.7055    0.6987    0.6976    0.6987    0.6880    0.6720    0.6490    0.6437    1.0000 

        td20     0.9939    0.9955    0.9958    0.9952    0.9971    0.9988    0.9997    1.0000           

        td19     0.9946    0.9959    0.9965    0.9960    0.9978    0.9993    1.0000                     

        td18     0.9969    0.9978    0.9984    0.9980    0.9993    1.0000                               

        td17     0.9982    0.9984    0.9992    0.9994    1.0000                                         

        td16     0.9987    0.9982    0.9993    1.0000                                                   

        td15     0.9991    0.9994    1.0000                                                             

        td14     0.9992    1.0000                                                                       

        td13     1.0000                                                                                 

                                                                                                        

        e(V)       td13      td14      td15      td16      td17      td18      td19      td20     _cons 

       _cons    -0.2814   -0.3196   -0.9859    0.0878    0.5226    0.5024    0.5020    0.5458    0.5839    0.6448    0.6697    0.6709    0.6155    0.6152    0.6772 

        td20    -0.8601   -0.0812   -0.5606    0.1683    0.6546    0.9001    0.8782    0.9143    0.9427    0.9746    0.9869    0.9887    0.9675    0.9684    0.9944 

        td19    -0.8581   -0.0867   -0.5659    0.1710    0.6523    0.8972    0.8756    0.9122    0.9411    0.9738    0.9866    0.9884    0.9664    0.9673    0.9944 

        td18    -0.8473   -0.1027   -0.5902    0.1738    0.6529    0.8913    0.8701    0.9078    0.9378    0.9729    0.9868    0.9887    0.9643    0.9652    0.9950 

        td17    -0.8431   -0.1250   -0.6054    0.1750    0.6439    0.8829    0.8607    0.9002    0.9321    0.9700    0.9857    0.9873    0.9594    0.9602    0.9941 

        td16    -0.8426   -0.1480   -0.6145    0.1785    0.6310    0.8736    0.8500    0.8916    0.9254    0.9664    0.9839    0.9853    0.9538    0.9546    0.9927 

        td15    -0.8358   -0.1210   -0.6170    0.1815    0.6514    0.8863    0.8644    0.9039    0.9355    0.9731    0.9882    0.9896    0.9620    0.9626    0.9955 

        td14    -0.8286   -0.1047   -0.6209    0.1841    0.6663    0.8938    0.8732    0.9114    0.9414    0.9768    0.9904    0.9920    0.9670    0.9676    0.9971 

        td13    -0.8320   -0.1339   -0.6248    0.1871    0.6470    0.8818    0.8596    0.9001    0.9325    0.9716    0.9876    0.9890    0.9596    0.9601    0.9952 

        td12    -0.8226   -0.0422   -0.6051    0.1877    0.7027    0.9200    0.9022    0.9356    0.9608    0.9877    0.9958    0.9972    0.9813    0.9817    1.0000 

        td11    -0.7662    0.1437   -0.5655    0.1798    0.8024    0.9700    0.9641    0.9815    0.9899    0.9922    0.9845    0.9867    0.9994    1.0000           

        td10    -0.7661    0.1447   -0.5658    0.1808    0.8031    0.9716    0.9653    0.9829    0.9916    0.9936    0.9856    0.9875    1.0000                     

         td9    -0.8110   -0.0048   -0.6036    0.1885    0.7256    0.9362    0.9194    0.9504    0.9727    0.9945    0.9990    1.0000                               

         td8    -0.8134   -0.0074   -0.6017    0.1896    0.7216    0.9368    0.9185    0.9503    0.9737    0.9953    1.0000                                         

         td7    -0.7883    0.0788   -0.5867    0.1763    0.7680    0.9620    0.9483    0.9734    0.9898    1.0000                                                   

         td6    -0.7455    0.2121   -0.5409    0.1618    0.8247    0.9868    0.9802    0.9944    1.0000                                                             

         td5    -0.7015    0.2951   -0.5148    0.1551    0.8612    0.9938    0.9938    1.0000                                                                       

         td4    -0.6541    0.3763   -0.4829    0.1474    0.8900    0.9929    1.0000                                                                                 

         td3    -0.7072    0.3190   -0.4706    0.1568    0.8535    1.0000                                                                                           

         td2    -0.2931    0.5546   -0.5689    0.1006    1.0000                                                                                                     

     popdens    -0.1777   -0.0556   -0.0874    1.0000                                                                                                               

         age     0.1452    0.2116    1.0000                                                                                                                         

      unemIm     0.2192    1.0000                                                                                                                                   

   highskill     1.0000                                                                                                                                             

                                                                                                                                                                    

        e(V)   highsk~l    unemIm       age   popdens       td2       td3       td4       td5       td6       td7       td8       td9      td10      td11      td12 

Correlation matrix of coefficients of xtreg model


